WHILE AI BUYS TIME TO CURE COVID-19, UNRESOLVED AI
ISSUES LOOM LARGE ON THE HORIZON
James Leahy
INTRODUCTION
For every individual infection of coronavirus (COVID-19),
recent estimates show that, on average, four new infections occur.1
This reproduction rate can be reduced, through appropriate
measures, down to around 1.1.2 Within the U.S., COVID-19 has a
death rate of 1.3 percent of infected individuals.3 The coronavirus is
deadly and spreads quickly; scientists can find a cure in due time,
but that time costs lives.4 Artificial Intelligence (AI) is being used
in various ways to buy that time back. This commentary explores
various methods in which AI is employed to create a shortened
timeline to reach a treatment or a cure.
I. USES OF AI IN THE AGE OF COVID-19
The first usage of AI in this infectious disease space is
contact tracing. This is the process whereby a trained worker
interviews an infected patient to determine exposed persons, either
by remembered contact with certain persons or by cataloging
locations visited.5 People exposed to the positive patient are then
contacted to be tested and isolated, as necessary. Traditionally, this
interview method takes three days per person.6 The spread of the
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disease so severely outpaces those efforts that traditional contact
tracing is hopelessly ineffective.7
AI, on the other hand, can continually process vast amounts
of data, then find and return the relevant and useful information
faster than any human; for such a widespread and fast-spreading
virus, tracing the virus’s spread is a superhuman feat, almost tailor
made for AI. It is only hamstrung by internet speed, nearly
eliminating the three-day time period.8 Contact tracing apps use AI
to constantly handle the equivalent of the traditional process in their
background operations, preserving contact tracing’s effectiveness.9
There are two popular, differing methods: Bluetooth or
geolocation.10 The former is a joint project from Apple and
Google.11 Their method assigns smartphones rolling, unique
Bluetooth keys that are broadcast to other contact tracing app users
in the vicinity.12 In the event of an infection, a user can choose to
notify the app, which will then upload the list of unique keys
assigned to this person’s phone to a central server.13 All
participating phones keep a list of received Bluetooth keys and
periodically download the infected list from the central server for
cross referencing by the app’s AI.14 The latter method, using
geolocation, collects data on when and where a phone was, with that
data held on a central server.15 Following a participant informing the
app of an infection, a comparison between that person’s geolocation
data and the data of others is made, with potentially exposed persons
being notified.16
Contact tracing through smartphones faces problems, both
technically and legally.17 In the U.S., there is no over-arching,
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federally-recommended contact tracing app.18 Rather, the apps are
state efforts.19 This raises the technical issue of compatibility.20 The
Bluetooth and geolocation methods are not compatible.21 They
collect different data with different collection methodologies.22
Neighboring states that do not use the same method will not be able
to account for the interactions between their respective citizens,
willing cooperation or not, because the cross-referencing done by
each system depends on data that the other has not collected and
cannot provide.23
Both methods allow users to choose to inform the app, but
issues of consent and privacy remain.24 The collected data can be
used for more than contact tracing, but it is unlikely that users
consented to those other uses, especially when those uses cannot be
elucidated at the time of consent.25 Even putting the efficacy of
consent aside, we must ask whether there should be limitations on
the use of this collected data.26 On an international scale, different
world regions approach privacy in vastly different ways. For
instance, in South Korea, the government collected detailed
accounts of patient movements and then released this data to the
public, with each case being identifiable because of the detail in the
collected data.27 But disclosures like this are highly unlikely to
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comply with European privacy laws like the GDPR,28 or the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).29 Despite these
problems, contact tracing with AI might be the best way to
overcome inadequate traditional methods.30
The second usage of AI is active testing and treatment of
COVID-19 patients.31 Using AI in active medical practice is not
new,32 but COVID-19-specific predictive models are being used to
determine which patients will need intensive care, allowing early
allocation of resources.33 AI could also fulfill an important
predictive role with respect to testing. A cheaper testing model is to
pool testing.34 A pool with a negative result only needs the one test.35
If the pool has a positive result, specific testing would determine
who in the pool is infected.36 AI could then be used to model social
networks, showing who else would have been exposed within the
pool and marking them for further testing, rather than retesting the
whole pool.37 Similarly, AI can be used to determine who is
susceptible to COVID infection, and fast track them for testing.38
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Lastly, AI is being used extensively to research the virus.39
For instance, scientists are using AI to examine the proteins that
coronavirus targets.40 Examining all possible folding configurations
of a protein—the physical process by which proteins become
biologically functional41—would take longer than the age of the
known universe.42 AI makes predicting a protein folding
configuration feasible, resource and time wise, and has done so with
important COVID-related proteins.43 AI can also help determine
which research avenues are worth pursuing. This use of the
technology is making the now copious amounts of COVID research
more accessible, so overlapping research is less likely to occur, and
less time is wasted.44
Similarly, AI is being used to explore known, existing drugs
to see if they can be repurposed for COVID treatment. AI systems
have been tasked with combing through the medical corpus to
determine if old drugs might work to treat the virus—a method
which has borne fruit with a recent study of dexamethasone, a
medication typically used for the treatment of ailments like arthritis
and immune system disorders (among others).45 Additionally,
clinical trials are set to begin with another old drug that
BenevolentAI46 suggests would be an effective COVID-19
treatment, called Baricitinib.47 And while work is being done to
39
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revamp existing medications for coronavirus treatment, AI is also
helping to identify new drugs that could treat COVID-19 patients.48
It is being leveraged to discover new, patentable antiviral treatments
with the understanding that AI can shorten a three- to five-year
preclinical-to-clinical testing process down to just a few months.49
This last use of AI, discovering a patentable cure for
COVID-19, comes with known yet unanswered problems. Such a
patent could be worth a substantial amount of money. By way of
comparison, there are two different types of polio vaccines, neither
of which were patented.50 But if they had been, the value of the two
patents combined is estimated to have been worth, roughly, $7 to
7.5 billion.51 As an added business incentive, President Trump’s
administration will not impose price controls for COVID-19
treatments in order to promote private-sector interest in finding the
cure, nor will it guarantee the vaccine to all Americans.52 The
theoretical historical value of the polio vaccine shows how valuable
such a patent for COVID-19 treatment might be. The problem is that
when researchers rely on AI, there are outstanding questions
regarding the produced patent and who benefits.
II. AI & PATENTS
The purpose of patent law is to reward inventiveness and
scientific advancement by offering a temporary monopoly on the
ability to create, produce, and sell inventions, or monetize certain
48
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discoveries.53 The polio vaccine example shows how lucrative
patents can be. But the application process can be quite
complicated.54 There are rigid rules that patent examiners must
follow before granting a patent, and therefore strict specifications to
which applicants must also adhere.55
Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §115(a), a patent application must
identify the inventor(s), or the patent can be invalidated.56 AI
involvement in the inventive process for patents inevitably raises the
question of who can be claimed as inventor. The core questions that
must be explored are the extent to which the AI itself has to be listed
as an inventor or co-inventor, and if not the AI, who should be listed
as the inventor instead. Additionally, there is the question of whether
AI-involved inventions should be patentable under a different
standard, or at all.
The question of AI inventorship regarding patents has
recently been put to rest, at least for the foreseeable future.57 On
April 27, 2020, the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) published a decision involving two patent applications
that listed an AI as the sole inventor.58 The USPTO found that an AI
could not be an inventor because the AI is not a natural person.59
The decision states that 35 U.S.C. §101 implies “inventors” are
limited to natural persons by use of the word “whoever.”60 Further,
conception—the mental portion of inventorship where the complete
invention is formed as it will be reduced to practice—is defined in
the Patent Act with terms that implicitly limit conception, and thus
inventorship, to natural persons.61 Therefore, even if an AI system
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were able to autonomously invent a vaccine, it would not be an
“inventor” for the purposes of current U.S. patent law.
The question of who can be listed as an inventor, instead of
an AI, is still unresolved, but now paramount—AI is already capable
of both finding the structure of targeted proteins and designing
targeting molecules. With a potential patent likely worth billions of
dollars, understanding who an inventor can be is a lucrative
question, and not just for the listed inventor. Inventorship and
ownership are not the same,62 even though the same individual may
be listed in both capacities on a patent application.63 Inventors
working within a corporation can (and often do) assign their
ownership of a patent to their employer, but remain listed as the
inventors.64 The question of who an inventor can be matters because
it can heavily influence who or what is likely to be assigned patent
ownership.65
Extreme situations can occur because, after the USPTO
decision in April, AI inventorship is now impossible.66 For instance,
an unskilled person, a serendipitous observer, might be able to claim
inventorship over a curative chemical compound that they could not
have created or discovered for lack of knowledge or skill.67 Imagine
an AI system, having found some anti-COVID-19 drug, pushes the
results to a computer monitor in an empty laboratory. Imagine our
unskilled observer is the first person to see the result produced by
the AI, which states the formula for the drug, a synthesis path, and
what the drug does.68 Since the AI cannot conceive of an invention
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in the legal sense, the drug might instead be discoverable,69 and
therefore potentially be patentable.
Conception, for chemical compounds, is knowing how to
make the compound and having an idea of its structure.70 To
measure usefulness or utility of such compounds, typically
conception must occur simultaneously with reduction to practice,
because the utility of a drug is usually impossible to determine
without rigorous testing.71 But if an AI can create or find a targeted
drug, it would likely be capable of predicting what other proteins are
susceptible to it, and thus be able to determine the utility and
usefulness of a drug without the drug being fully manufactured.
Returning to the hypothetical from above, let us say our AI
has provided all the information required for constructive reduction
to practice on the computer monitor. The observer then becomes the
first instance of conception for this invention because, again, the AI
cannot conceive of ideas.72 This process should not be surprising;
the observer here could be the researcher working with the AI to
develop the drug. But the observer does not need the researcher’s
knowledge in the field for them to conceive of this invention.73 The
computer monitor is providing all the information required for an
observer to appreciate the impact of the drug. Patents do not require
an inventor to understand how to reduce an idea to practice, merely
that they have a method to do so.74 A researcher may be able to
conceive of an easier chemical sequence for the reduction to
practice, but everything needed for an invention has been provided
on the monitor. Suddenly, a patent that is likely worth billions of
dollars may no longer fall into the researching company’s lap
through assignment because their researcher is no longer the
inventor.75
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The inventorship question—or, which human can claim they
invented a thing—is unresolved. AI operates on a Multiplayer
Model.76 The nature of AI systems means that there are several
different entities involved in AI-assisted invention.77 This includes
the software programmer, the data suppliers, the AI trainers, the AI
owner, the AI operator, and the AI investor.78 Not to mention any
contributions that may be from open-sourced code.79 Two of these
options stand out as potential “inventors”: the AI owner and the AI
operator.
For the AI owner-as-inventor route, Professor Ryan Abbott
considers the nature of contractually-provided AI systems.80 IBM’s
Watson81 is available to users other than IBM, even though IBM has
retained ownership over the AI system.82 IBM can, theoretically,
provide Watson in this manner an infinite number of times.83 If these
Watson clones and their interactions with users lead to patentable
inventions, or are capable of that result, giving IBM inventorship on
subsequent patent applications could create a positive feedback
cycle: more interaction between Watson and users will lead to more
patents, which will encourage IBM to promote the use of Watson.84
Conversely, if Watson users are given inventorship of patentable
creations, despite IBM still owning Watson, IBM would be
disincentivized from allowing continued access to Watson.85 A
Watson end-user could negotiate for the ownership of the patents
flowing from his use of the AI.86 And defaulting patent ownership
to IBM could promote innovation by encouraging access to a
powerful AI for a fee, which is a cheaper and more efficient option
than developing a new AI comparable to Watson.87 This could lead
to a consolidation of patents in the hands of, in this example, IBM—
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a consolidation that many may find undesirable.88 However, this
negative consolidation is presumably outweighed by the public
benefit of the inventions for which Watson assisted or was
responsible.89 Likely, the absence of Watson would mean the
absence of the invention, and therefore IBM’s intellectual property
consolidation would be the price of advancement.90
For the AI operator/user-as-inventor path, W. Michael
Schuster approaches the question of inventorship as one of
ownership using the Coase Theorem.91 Again, inventorship and
ownership are not the same.92 But ownership is used because the
Coase Theorem applies to property rights and assignment of patents
to employers is standard practice.93 The inventor for this path—the
researcher—likely has in his/her employee agreement a clause
assigning ownership rights to all patents that they are the inventor
of during their employment to their employer.94
Under the Coase Theorem, a property right should go to the
interested party who places the greatest value on the right.95 A
vaccine patent would have value to a pharmaceutical company in
immediate cash flow, but the patent would also show a strong
Research and Development department and could encourage
business partnerships such as investments.96 Following the
Theorem, the pharmaceutical company—the direct market
participant for the vaccine patent—would get the most value out of
the patent and should therefore have ownership.97 The software
company (equivalent to IBM above) would be a costly and
inefficient choice for a default AI-invention patent owner.98 IBM,
presumably, lacks institutional knowledge of pharmaceutical
patenting, and what kind of inventions would be most profitable
under normal circumstances.99 To make up for this, IBM would have
to either spend substantial money to acquire knowledge of the
pharmaceutical field from experts, or end up generating useless
88
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patent applications.100 Or, IBM could license Watson in some form
to persons with knowledge in the field for their use.101 In the final
case, IBM would then have to further police its various Watson users
to ensure the company’s patent ownership rights were not being
violated.102 Such policing would be a resource-intensive pursuit and
is directly contrary to the Coase Theorem: IBM is not interested in
the vaccine patent per se, but is paying a substantial amount to
secure the patent anyway, whereas the pharmaceutical company, the
AI operator/user, is directly interested in the patent.103
The two options are not antithetical. The Coase Theorem
seeks the best net profit between two parties.104 This could be
satisfied by presuming that the AI owner—here, IBM—owns the
produced patent(s), with a standard of practice where the ownership
rights are assigned to the AI user through contract. This mirrors the
current standard practice between researchers and employers.105 AI
owners presumptively owning patents would still encourage access
to sophisticated AI because of the contractual reassignment of
ownership to end-users. This would replace the sunk costs the AI
owner would be required to invest before benefitting from a patent
with compensation, leading to a better net profit than no contract
and no invention. Further, an AI owner that refuses to contractually
assign these patents to AI end-users could suffer. Competitors with
less powerful AI may agree to such assignments, and thereby secure
contracts and funding to close the respective AI gap.
However, the presumption that the AI owner owns the patent
by default does not account for training done with proprietary data
set(s) owned by the AI operator. Since AI is, in one way, only as
good as the data it relies on,106 the AI owner would stand to gain not
only any prospective patent, but also an AI improved by the value
of the incorporated, and now less than proprietary, data. The AI
operator could be paying a licensing fee only to lose a competitive
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advantage when a competitor contracts to use the new and improved
AI, negating the presumption’s net gain.
Currently, as shared above, an invention must be novel,
useful, and nonobvious to qualify for a patent.107 Of the three,
nonobviousness is the most important and requires the most
complex analysis.108 Obviousness is determined by using a standard
theoretical person, a Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art
(PHOSITA); if the invention would have been obvious to the
PHOSITA at the time of filing, then the invention is not
patentable.109 Consider an example: a segmented and mechanized
cover for trucks.110 Some previous patents, or “prior art,” include
segmented covers for ease of repair, while others describe
mechanized covers for ease of opening.111 The combination of these
two elements would be obvious as a natural next step in innovation
to a PHOSITA, and therefore unpatentable.112
There is a dearth of case law explaining how a court would
determine a PHOSITA, but six factors have been identified: “(1) the
educational level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered
in the art; (3) prior art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with
which innovations are made; (5) sophistication of the technology;
and (6) educational level of active workers in the field.”113 AI
involvement in invention raises the question of whether the
theoretical PHOSITA must change to account for the use of such a
sophisticated tool.114
Samore argues that if the use of a type of AI is common in a
field, such that a typical researcher looking for a vaccine would task
AI with finding what molecule(s) can bind to a protein, then a
molecule found by an AI that binds the protein would be obvious.115
It would not matter that prior to the widespread use of AI the
discovery would have been patentable, because now it is obvious to
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the PHOSITA that the AI should be able to produce that molecule.116
Or, if not that molecule, then it is a given that the AI would be able
to return a different molecule that serves the same function.117 A
competitor could then create a functionally identical product that is
not covered by the patent as it is a new invention, and would
therefore instantly negate the exclusionary purpose of patents.118 An
AI-based PHOSITA would also have an expanded library of prior
art, which would raise the bar on combination patents.119
But we must also consider what happens when the use of AI
is not ubiquitous. Fraser suggests that the PHOSITA should change,
even if researchers that lack AI are disadvantaged.120 The central
justification for patents is incentivization.121 An AI program does
not need incentives, but AI operators and owners can still be
incentivized.122 By raising the bar as to what constitutes as the
PHOSITA, AI operators and owners are encouraged to still
innovate, rather than coasting off of their existing advantage.123
Fraser does attempt to level the playing field by suggesting the
PHOSITA should change in proportion with the amount of
computing power used for the invention.124 Some inventions might
only exist because AI can handle data of greater complexity and size
than a human can, but others might exist because an AI used brute
force to find a solution.125 However, a changing PHOSITA means
also changing what we tell juries.126 What, exactly, an AI-based
PHOSITA jury instruction would be is unclear at best.127
There is also the option to entirely exempt any inventions
that used AI from the patent regime (in its current form), instead of
amending the PHOSITA standard to account for AI use.128 Ravid
believes that non-patented AI inventions could be promoted simply
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through first-mover, or first-to-market, advantages, which would
present a consumer loyalty, monopoly-like status, and the ability to
force out rivals by undercutting the price.129 Monopoly-like status
would exist because consumers have no alternative to the firstmover’s product.130 The first mover can then occupy the entire
market share, or as much as they choose to occupy, and set their own
price point.131 First access to the entire market share means that the
first-mover can occupy the most advantageous portions and benefit
from larger economics of scale, despite sunk investment costs.132 A
competitor entering the market would do so in less advantageous
portions and would need to compete without the benefit of the larger
scale production processes, while also losing initial investment costs
the first-mover has already recovered.133
But even if a competitor entered this market space, the first
mover has established its product as the one to buy.134 Consumers
would buy what they know works, and therefore remain loyal to the
first mover, which could also cut the cost to block competitors.135 In
the case of a coronavirus vaccine, the first-mover advantage of an
effective and safe vaccine is immediately obvious. Any such
company would have as much of the market as it could produce for
and, barring the release of a better product, consumer loyalty and
gratitude towards the company that can solve the pandemic.136 If the
company moves quickly, entry of competitors might not even be a
concern.137 The first mover would probably see myriad other
benefits besides those listed above, such as ballooning stock value,
simply because the desire for the product is so high, and interest in
the first-mover would likely follow.
However, there are already questions about whether patent
filings are being truthful about the use of AI in the inventive
process.138 Exempting AI inventions from patent law protections
does not seem likely to change this behavior, which is practiced for
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the express purpose of gaining those protections.139 First-mover
“protections” might stall innovation as companies hold out on
releasing a product, trying to wait for a perfect storm of consumer
interest and buying power and production capacity, even if there are
competing companies. A COVID-19 vaccine would not have a
consumer demand issue but could have a production one that would
encourage a company to hold off on selling their vaccine in order to
secure as much profit as possible.
CONCLUSION
Coronavirus is fast-spreading and deadly. While science will
catch up and find a cure and preventative treatments, the nature of
the virus means that time costs lives. AI is being employed to make
up the difference, to great effect.140 But using AI to find a cure
highlights existing questions about AI and patent law.141 While AI
inventorship has recently been addressed,142 there are outstanding
questions, such as whether AI involvement in an invention means a
different standard should be required for non-obviousness, or who
should be listed as an inventor on an AI-involved patent.143 These
questions are directly relevant to any AI-developed targeted drug,
and the closer AI gets to finding such a drug, the less time is left to
decide the answers to these questions.
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